Globalization and Spanish Immersion in South America

Week 1: Arrival and Program Orientation: Mindo, Ecuador
Departing from the US, we’ll fly south with your group to Ecuador, where we’ll spend your first 3-4 days in the small cloud forest community of Mindo, known for the abundance of birds, butterflies, orchids, and waterfalls! Staying in a cozy guest house, you'll start your program by setting the foundations for an incredible journey ahead. Learn more about our itinerary, fellow group members, and discuss strategies for staying safe and healthy while traveling. We'll also have the opportunity to explore Mindo and start to learn about Ecuadorian culture.

Weeks 2-3: Agriculture and Economy: Ecuadorian Coast
Traveling by bus to the Pacific coast, we'll spend the next two weeks on two very different farms. At Las Delicias, we dive into Spanish study while learning about large scale banana farming. Living on a family farm, the group will study Spanish in the mornings, and spend afternoons helping harvest, sort, and pack bananas for export. During free time, we'll enjoy day hikes, swimming, and exploring the local area. The following week, the group travels to a small scale permaculture farm. Here we'll learn about organic agriculture and sustainable practices while helping with planting, weeding, and harvesting. We also visit with local fisherman and craftspeople and learn about the diverse economies of this small community.

Week 4: Spanish and Homestays: Tungurahua Province, Ecuador
Traveling inland to the town of Baños de Agua Santa, on the slopes of Tungurahua volcano, we'll meet our homestay families and continue with Spanish immersion. Afternoons will be spent volunteering with an after school program at a local school. We'll also learn about the impact of tourism on the local economy, and how local communities are addressing pressures of globalization. Spend down time exploring the Rio Pastaza, discovering the breathtaking waterfalls of El Pailón del Diablo and Agoyán, and soaking in the hot springs for which the town was named.

Week 5: Environmental Conservation: The Amazon River Basin
Heading east down the slopes of the rugged Andes Mountains, the group will now explore the renowned Amazon region. Partnering with a local NGO (Arajuno Foundation), we'll be learning through service by engaging in projects to help prevent riverbank erosion, protect river turtle nesting sites, and maintain a healthy river ecosystem. The group will also have the opportunity to hike and swim in this amazingly biodiverse and beautiful part of the world.

Week 6: Spanish and Homestays: Imbabura Province, Ecuador
Head from the Amazon jungle to the Andean highlands. With Mojanda volcano as our backdrop, the group will live with local families in the community of Peguche and discover a slower pace of life in this Andean highland village. In addition to continuing our study of Spanish (and practicing with our host families), we'll learn about local crafts and music, visit the indigenous market, discover the wide variety of foods grown in the regions, and have
ample opportunities for hiking near local lakes and waterfalls.

**Week 7: Agriculture and Mining Economies: Intag Valley Region, Ecuador**
Heading into the cloud forest of the western Andes, the group will visit two different communities who are dedicated to preserving the health and biodiversity of the region. We will discuss local efforts to convert to organic farming, engage in reforestation projects and planting native trees, and learn about the impacts of mining and resource extraction on this fragile eco-system. These communities are strong in their determination to preserve one of the most biologically diverse areas on Earth; an amazing region that is home to the rare Andean spectacled bear and the elusive jaguar. At the end of our time here, we'll head to Quito to prepare for our transition to Peru!

**Week 8: Spanish, Homestay, Local Trades: Sacred Valley, Peru**
¡Hasta luego Ecuador, hola Perú! Arriving in Cusco, the group will travel to the Sacred Valley, an iconic landscape of tiered agricultural fields, flowing rivers, and towering mountain peaks. We spend our last week of Spanish classes in the historic Incan town of Ollantaytambo. Live with local families, explore the nearby Incan ruins, and learn about the fair trade weaving business our partner language school supports. While here, you'll have the opportunity to spend a few days in a traditional Quechua community, learning about traditional crafts, agriculture, and ways of life.

**Week 9: Student Directed Travel!**
Having learned the basics of responsible travel, your group will put these newly acquired travel skills to use! The student group will plan, organize and implement the adventures this week - how we get there, where we'll stay, how we manage the budget, and what we do are up to the group to decide. Past groups have explored the Sacred Valley, soaked in hot springs in Lares, visited floating reed islands on Lake Titicaca, traveled to the white city of Arequipa, and hiked in Colca Canyon! What adventure will your group choose?

**Week 10: Machu Picchu: Salkantay Route and back home**
Spend five days trekking through the remote villages and breathtaking landscapes of the Sacred Valley. Camp at the base of Salkantay, a majestic mountain that towers 20,000 feet in altitude. Passing through green fertile fields, summiting high mountain passes, and eventually descending into lush tropical forest, we arrive at the phenomenal ancient Incan City of Machu Picchu. Our local, experienced guides will teach us local history and lore along the way, and discuss the impact of global tourism on local communities that we visit. The group will end back in Cusco after our hike and explore ways of preparing for the upcoming reintegration to life at home, and strategies in keeping our sense of adventure and inquiry engaged in the context of our daily lives back home.

*Carpe Diem reserves the right to make changes to the program at any time, and indeed has the responsibility to do so in some instances; changes may be required to provide the best possible experience, protect the safety of participants, or respond to changes in weather or political conditions.*
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